
Become Shareholder as a Private Crowd-Investor 

 
(from 50,- USD or Euro on) 

 
In accordance with the law, we point out that any investment in companies involves a risk 
(up to the complete loss of the investment) under unfavorable circumstances. 

 
Private Crowd-Investments (from 50,- USD or Euro on) can be made directly under the 

following link (after logging in at Paypal and entering the amount of your investment, please 
fill the field „What is this payment for?“ with 1. your full name, 2. address,            3. phone 
number, 4. email, 5. date and place of birth, so that you are unmistakably registered as a 

co-owner). Now here´s the link to become a co-owner of the app.: 

      
                    https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/becomeshareholder 
 
Your PayPal-receipt is your proof of shareholdership, together with this valid published 

Shareholders-Contract, viewable at: 
 

            https://c.web.de/@334972566881960366/4DPdeBR2SG6DVjYezkky_Q 
 
From investments of 200,- USD / Euro on, your shareholders-certificate will be sent 

additionally postally. 

 
Investors from 10,000 USD / Euros on will be listed notarially certified in the companies 

shareholders list, if wished. They may also make use of the fiduciary account which we 
provide, where expenses are strictly controlled by a German lawyer, and can only be made 
earmarked for the purpose of the app. The account number and data are listed in the 

fiduciary contract. The fiduciary contract is published under (sorry,- currently only available 
in German language – please use a translator like www.deepl.com 
 

           https://c.web.de/@334972566881960366/mlHCgIocQiW21WdsKk3nWw 
 
Because we aimed from the very beginning at the biggest possible climate protection effect, 

we developed (in a way as an unintended but logical side effect) a globally scalable UNICORN 
business model. We´re exactly THE SAME LEAGUE as i.e. AirB&B (Founded in 2008 from 3 
students with 1 website and 3 airbeds, when one more time a big congress in San Francisco 

caused, that every hotel- or bed and breakfast- bed was fully booked.      The idea was 
simple: Who still had private rooms or at least an airbed in the corridor was matched with 

those who requested an accommodation for the congress and later globally for low budget 
tourists. Today they are at 100 Billion USD.) If you invest only 50 $ / € now, you´ll hold 
0,005% of the enterprise. Calculate yourself what this share is worth in a few years, when 

we have a comparable success as AirBnB (there are many indications). 
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